Growing plants on oily, nutrient-poor soil using a native symbiotic. 1B Growing plants - Keywords. Key Vocabulary: plants leaf, grow weed, change living, live non-living, taller not alive, tallest dead, like healthy. Our top picks for veggies and fruits to grow at home, from tomatoes, Plant Type. Annuals, Aquatics, Biennial, Broadleaf Evergreen, Bulb or Corm or Tuber, Cactus or Succulent, Epiphyte, Fern, Fruit, Grass, Herb, Needled or Free Unit 1b Growing Plants Printable Resource Worksheets for Kids the baby plant that will grow into a full-grown plant, and the seed leaf is the food. TEACHER TO PROVIDE: Copies of MySci Activity Sheets 1B-1 and 1B-2. 1B Growing Plants - Brian Knapp - Häftad (9781862142541) Bokus This is the 8 week National Strategies unit squished into 6 weeks. I think it has more practical/fun activities and a useful assessment thrown in. If you want me to...